
Masters Swimming Ontario 

Impromptu Skype Meeting 

Sunday, December 22, 2016 @ 3pm 

 

MINUTES 
Board Members Present:  

Michael Lindsay, Aimee Grodski, Jake Nesovic, Carla Oliveira, Brian Sheridan, Caroline King 

 

Staff Members Present: 

Brigitte Zirger 

 

Board Member Regrets: 

Matisse Nelis 

 

Staff Regrets: 

Brian Croker 

 

Michael opened the meeting at 3:12pm.  Quorum confirmed. 

 

1. Purpose 

Purpose of the meeting was to discuss and agree upon the communication to be sent to MSC 

regarding sharing member data.  At the meeting on December 11, the board agreed to send a 

letter to MSC explaining that MSO would share only member names and registration numbers 

with SNC and SO for the purposes of sanctioning.  Michael wrote the letter and circulated 

amongst the board.  Given the content of the letter, revisions were proposed and a meeting 

called to agreed on the modifications. 

 

Michael requested that Aimee chair the meeting since he was making the motion. 

 

2. Sharing member data 

Michael made a motion to send the following email and follow up call to Doug Hannum at MSC: 

 

Subject: MSO 2016 Registration Data 

 

Please provide MSO 2016 Registration Data to Swimming Canada as they require (swimmer 

name, address, email, phone, date of birth, club or unattached, MSO registration number) in 

order for MSO events to continue to be sanctioned through Swim Ontario. 

 

Issues have been raised by individuals about MSO collecting their personal information and 

then MSO sending the information to MSC and Swimming Canada.  MSO’s Board is seeking 

legal advice to ensure that MSO is not liable to such individuals, and to ensure MSO is in 

compliance with all applicable laws. We will keep you advised in case there are any 

instructions from our lawyers with respect to the handling of the database. 

 

Sincerely, 

MSO 

 



And, 

  

To seek advice, not only on the registrant private information matter but also on how MSO can 

effectively increase its resources given the sanctioning and organizational landscape of 

swimming organizations in Canada from lawyers qualified in this area of the law and/or 

professional lobbyists.” 

 

3. Discussion 

Michael explained that we need to respond to MSC, SO and SNC before the end of the year as 

promised to maintain sanctioning.  SO has sanctioned several meets in 2017 in good faith that 

this issue will be resolved. 

 

Caroline agrees with the letter. 

 

Jake does not agree with the letter.  He asked what changed from the last meeting where the 

board agreed to send only name and registration number for members.  In addition, the letter 

states MSO will seek legal advice; legal advice should be sought prior to sending the letter.  

 

The board has previously agreed to advise MSC by December 31 on the direction of providing 

membership data.  Sending this communication will show cooperation. 

 

Members of MSO are members of MSC and are not members of SO and/or SNC and they do not 

have the right to MSO’s personal membership data. 

 

Caroline explained that privacy laws have shifted and the risk of transferring data is very small.  

If we do not provide the data, we will have a larger issue with our membership being unable to 

compete. 

 

Jake asked Caroline to excuse herself from voting since she also sits on the MSC board which can 

be considered a conflict. 

 

Meets that have been submitted up until provincials have been sanctioned.  A couple of other 

meets have not yet been submitted and/or sanctioned.  If we do not comply with providing 

data, we have it in writing from SO that they will not sanction meets without membership data. 

 

Brigitte asked for an explanation of the 2nd part of the motion regarding legal counsel.  MSO has 

legal counsel that should be consulted.  

 

Brigitte also pointed out that MSC has not been in contact to begin sending MSO member data.  

Mike Vandenham will be working on transferring data; he should be consulted to confirm what 

elements he has been asked to provide from MSO membership.   

 

SNC indicated they want everything including name, address, phone, email address and date of 

birth. 

 

Carla pointed out that MSO member names and registration numbers members are currently 

publicly available on the MSO site.  This is the only information MSO should provide to SNC.  

MSO members have not agreed to allow data to be shared with third parties.   



 

Letter should be revised to agree to provide only the data that is public which is name and 

registration number.  The second part of the motion should also be removed. 

 

Motion: To send the revised letter below: 

 

Dear Doug, 

We authorize Masters Swimming Canada to provide Masters Swimming Ontario registrants’ 

name and registration number for the purpose of continuing to sanction Masters Swimming 

Ontario meets. 

Sincerely, 

MSO 

  

 Moved by Michael, seconded by Jake. All in favor; Motion carried. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 4:15pm. 

 


